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Trinny Woodall and Susannah Constantine turned "the frumpy into the fabulous" (People) in What Never to Wear. No
matter what age, shape, or budget, whether casual, smart, or trendy, Trinny and Susannah are right here to greatly help
every woman look her personal best for: - The Job Interview - Workwear - Playwear - Parents Events at School -
Weddings - Vacationwear - Holiday Dressing - Nights out And. Today, fashion's most lovable dictators return-looking
better than ever-to tell women what NOT to wear for each and every occasion.what not to wear under it all!..
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 What to put on at the PTA conference. My recommendation: Unequivocally: PASS. A great book, but more information in
the other book. Nobody I know will be caught dead in anything they recommend to wear for any of the days listed in the
book. It really is my understanding that all of the books they will have written after their 1st book "What Never to Wear"
are quite awful, and derivatives of the first book. BAD Flavor is all that came to mind.I came across this book to be a
quick read, but worth the purchase price.... Do you ever feel like your clothes are getting boring? This is an extremely
basic book without new information, nonetheless it is a delightful read and well illustrated... Will need to have item for
women who cannot dress currently Assistance prompt.and you also don't want to? Trinny and Susannah will help change
your idea of what clothes do the job, and they perform it with a sense of humour and style. I, for just one, needed
someone to hit me on the mind and tell me that, duh, tapered pants make us look shorter and make our hips appearance
bigger. Not having browse the first book, I felt relatively at a disadvantage.e., bootcut denims), who cares if it's in vogue
this year? Make it look good on you, no one will treatment what the twigs in the magazine are putting on. The
arrangement of the book is useful; They don't look perfect; some of the fashion concepts are not. Great ideas to keep us
current. I cleaned out my closet, and I'm going shopping! Occasionally They Get it Wrong I have been a lover of BBC's
"What Not to Wear" and We thoroughly enjoyed the first publication, but What Never to Wear for Every Occasion was a
grave disappointment. Not merely did I not trust most of the looks created, I felt that often the "don't" examples would
work far better than the "do's". By reading the intro, the reader understands that a few of the ‘don’t’ choices might be
the right one using circumstances (conservative work environments, for example), however they chose different styles
for individuals who want to keep the unimaginative and staid clothing choices behind. Don't be fooled-this is not the
customary Susannah and Trinny fare and that is disappointing.) That type of exposure is known as inappropriate in the
circles I run in. Somewhat Useful I thought that book was type of useful in a few sections, but others did not fit my life
style at all and some of the nice ideas appeared to reveal a great deal to me (wearing a suit jacket without shirt.
Precisely what I needed. Just on Okay Book If you are going to buy a book by these young ladies I would recommend
their other book "What You Can Wear CAN TRANSFORM YOUR DAILY LIFE". This book has good information if you're
going to a summer wedding ceremony or a winter wedding ceremony, if you are going on a summer months vacation vs.
a winter season vacation.PRETTY BAD TASTE Clearly these skilled women have a large following, as they are witting and
sharp, and television style stars, however when it came the selection of outfits and articles of clothing that they thought
we would highlight in this book mainly because "What things to Wear"? I honestly couldn't tell the difference between
your level of design in both their "great" or "bad" choices, as all of the outfits in this book are absolutely atrocious.. Five
Stars Perfect book for my daughter beginning her first job! Good and easy to follow instruction. the TV show is better
isn't the TV display always better? anyways yeah, watch the present ans save your valuable money rather than buy this
book. I love it. That you appear to be everyone else. I enjoyed hearing their tips on What Never to Wear. One Star not
much in it. Fishnet Hose for Work? These two women have great ideas, and they're amazing at telling it enjoy it is. they
look great -- and isn't that better? There are 10 events: • The interview • Word use • Work and play • School events •
Summer wedding • Winter season wedding • Summer holiday • Winter season vacation • Partying • Underwear * After
displaying ‘don’t-and-do’ models in a section, the authors list well-designed clothes in different prices. Finally, they add
some interesting and useful tips for the occasion. Within each section, fashion choices are offered for 3 groups: • Smart –
targeted at the older woman, • Informal and • Trendy – for the younger female reading the reserve.I did so not heed a few
of the negative evaluations I read before purchasing this reserve and which has proven to be a blunder. And that if you
have something that works for you (i. Let me tell you: Some of these styles might get a female a date, however, not
much else. The photos really explain the text and the humor is certainly fun. too basic way to simple and covered
everything about an extremely superficial leve
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